Bilbo's journey ended in The Hobbit: The Battle of __ Armies
Russell Crowe starred as this Biblical man
The ___-___ try to save the future in Days of Future Past
The ___ in our Stars starred Shailene Woodley who was also in Divergent
___ details the MLK march for civil rights and voting rights
Into the ___ features an all-star cast and fairy tales
Big Hero 6 features the inflatable hero "__"
Jay Baruchel voices Hiccup again in How to Train Your ___ 2
___: Gods and Kings was directed by Ridley Scott and stars Christian Bale
Gary ___ stars in Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
American ___ starring Bradley Cooper is based on Chris Kyle's book
Chris Evans and Scarlett Johansson return in Captain America: ___ Soldier
Everything is ___ in The Lego Movie
Michael Keaton reboots his career as ___
Richard Linklater's movie ___ was filmed over twelve years
The Theory of Everything is a biographical film about Stephen and Jane ___
Megan Fox and Will Arnett star in ___ Mutant Ninja Turtles
Nick Dunne (Ben Affleck) tries to clear his name in ___
Chris Pine and Kevin Costner star in ___: Shadow Recruit
Tom Cruise and Emily Blunt lived again and again in Edge of ___
Chris Pratt played Star-Lord in ___ of the Galaxy
Benedict Cumberbatch plays codebreaker Alan Turing in The ___ Game
Transformers: Age of ___ starred Mark Wahlberg
Channing Tatum and Jonah Hill reunite in 22 ___
The rebellion starts with Hunger Games: ___ Part 1
Ride first-class on the ___ a train in a post-apocalyptic winter
Christopher Nolan directed Matthew McConaughey & Anne Hathaway in ___
Jake Gyllenhaal explores the darker side of LA in ___